Introduction
Recently, an increasing number of Web services target extracting keywords in articles for content understanding, event tracking, or opinion mining. Existing keyword extraction algorithm (KEA) typically looks at articles monolingually and calculate word significance in certain language. However, the calculation in another language may tell the story differently since languages differ in grammar, phrase structure, and word usage, thus word statistics on keyword analysis.
Consider the English article in Figure 1 . Based on the English content alone, monolingual KEA may not derive the best keyword set. A better set might be obtained by referring to the article and its counterpart in another language (e.g., Chinese). Different word statistics in articles of different languages may help, due to language divergence such as phrasal structure (i.e., word order) and word usage and repetition (resulting from word translation or word sense) and so on. For example, bilingual phrases "social reintegration" and "重返社會" in Figure 1 have inverse word orders ("social" translates into "社 會 " and "reintegration" into " 重 返 "), both "prosthesis" and "artificial limbs" translate into "義肢", and "physical" can be associated with "物 理 " and " 身 體 " in "physical therapist" and "physical rehabilitation" respectively. Intuitively, using cross-lingual statistics (implicitly leveraging language divergence) can help look at articles from different perspectives and extract keywords more accurately.
We present a system, BiKEA, that learns to identify keywords in a language with the help of the other. The cross-language information is expected to reinforce language similarities and value language dissimilarities, and better understand articles in terms of keywords. An example keyword analysis of an English article is shown in Figure 1 . BiKEA has aligned the parallel articles at word level and determined the scores of topical keyword preferences for words. BiKEA learns these topic-related scores during training by analyzing a collection of articles. We will describe the BiKEA training process in more detail in Section 3.
At run-time, BiKEA transforms an article in a language (e.g., English) into PageRank word graph where vertices are words in the article and edges between vertices indicate the words' cooccurrences. To hear another side of the story, BiKEA also constructs graph from its counterpart in another language (e.g., Chinese). These two independent graphs are then bridged over nodes that are bilingually equivalent or aligned. The bridging is to take language divergence into account and to allow for language-wise interaction over word statistics. BiKEA, then in bilingual context, iterates with learned word keyness scores to find keywords. In our prototype, BiKEA returns keyword candidates of the article for keyword evaluation (see Figure 1) ; alternatively, the keywords returned by BiKEA can be used as candidates for social tagging the article or used as input to an article recommendation system.
Related Work
Keyword extraction has been an area of active research and applied to NLP tasks such as document categorization (Manning and Schutze, 2000) , indexing (Li et al., 2004) , and text mining on social networking services ( (Li et al., 2010) ; (Zhao et al., 2011) ; (Wu et al., 2010) ).
The body of KEA focuses on learning word statistics in document collection. Approaches such as tfidf and entropy, using local document and/or across-document information, pose strong baselines. On the other hand, Mihalcea and Tarau (2004) apply PageRank, connecting words locally, to extract essential words. In our work, we leverage globally learned keyword preferences in PageRank to identify keywords.
Recent work has been done on incorporating semantics into PageRank. For example, construct PageRank synonym graph to accommodate words with similar meaning. And Huang and Ku (2013) weigh PageRank edges based on nodes' degrees of reference. In contrast, we bridge PageRank graphs of parallel articles to facilitate statistics re-distribution or interaction between the involved languages.
In studies more closely related to our work, and Zhao et al. (2011) present PageRank algorithms leveraging article topic information for keyword identification. The main differences from our current work are that the article topics we exploit are specified by humans not by automated systems, and that our PageRank graphs are built and connected bilingually.
In contrast to the previous research in keyword extraction, we present a system that automatically learns topical keyword preferences and constructs and inter-connects PageRank graphs in bilingual context, expected to yield better and more accurate keyword lists for articles. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to exploit cross-lingual information and take advantage of language divergence in keyword extraction.
The BiKEA System
Submitting natural language articles to keyword extraction systems may not work very well. Keyword extractors typically look at articles from monolingual points of view. Unfortunately, word statistics derived based on a language may The English Article: I've been in Afghanistan for 21 years. I work for the Red Cross and I'm a physical therapist. My job is to make arms and legs --well it's not completely true. We do more than that. We provide the patients, the Afghan disabled, first with the physical rehabilitation then with the social reintegration. It's a very logical plan, but it was not always like this. For many years, we were just providing them with artificial limbs. be biased due to the language's grammar, phrase structure, word usage and repetition and so on. To identify keyword lists from natural language articles, a promising approach is to automatically bridge the original monolingual framework with bilingual parallel information expected to respect language similarities and diversities at the same time.
Problem Statement
We focus on the first step of the article recommendation process: identifying a set of words likely to be essential to a given article. These keyword candidates are then returned as the output of the system. The returned keyword list can be examined by human users directly, or passed on to article recommendation systems for article retrieval (in terms of the extracted keywords). Thus, it is crucial that keywords be present in the candidate list and that the list not be too large to overwhelm users or the subsequent (typically computationally expensive) article recommendation systems. Therefore, our goal is to return reasonable-sized set of keyword candidates that, at the same time, must contain essential terms in the article. We now formally state the problem that we are addressing.
Problem Statement: We are given a bilingual parallel article collection of various topics from social media (e.g., TED), an article ART e in language e, and its counterpart ART c in language c. Our goal is to determine a set of words that are likely to contain important words of ART e . For this, we bridge language-specific statistics of ART e and ART c via bilingual information (e.g., word alignments) and consider word keyness w.r.t. ART e 's topic such that cross-lingual diversities are valued in extracting keywords in e.
In the rest of this section, we describe our solution to this problem. First, we define strategies for estimating keyword preferences for words under different article topics (Section 3.2). These strategies rely on a set of article-topic pairs collected from the Web (Section 4.1), and are monolingual, language-dependent estimations. Finally, we show how BiKEA generates keyword lists for articles leveraging PageRank algorithm with word keyness and cross-lingual information (Section 3.3).
Topical Keyword Preferences
We attempt to estimate keyword preferences with respect to a wide range of article topics. Basically, the estimation is to calculate word significance in a domain topic. Our learning process is shown in Figure 2 . Figure 2 . Outline of the process used to train BiKEA.
In the first two stages of the learning process, we generate two sets of article and word information. The input to these stages is a set of articles and their domain topics. The output is a set of pairs of article ID and word in the article, e.g., (ART e =1, w e ="prosthesis") in language e or (ART c =1, w c ="義肢") in language c, and a set of pairs of article topic and word in the article, e.g., (tp e ="disability", w e ="prosthesis") in e and (tp e ="disability", w c ="義肢") in c. Note that the topic information is shared between the involved languages, and that we confine the calculation of such word statistics in their specific language to respect language diversities and the languagespecific word statistics will later interact in PageRank at run-time (See Section 3.3).
The third stage estimates keyword preferences for words across articles and domain topics using aforementioned (ART,w) and (tp,w) sets. In our paper, two popular estimation strategies in Information Retrieval are explored. They are as follows. ',w) where term frequency in an article is divided by its appearance in the article collection to distinguish important words from common words.
tfidf. tfidf(w)=freq(ART,w)/appr(ART

ent. entropy(w)= -∑ tp' Pr(tp'|w)×log(Pr(tp'|w))
where a word's uncertainty in topics is used to estimate its associations with domain topics. These strategies take global information (i.e., article collection) into account, and will be used as keyword preference models, bilingually intertwined, in PageRank at run-time which locally connects words (i.e., within articles).
Run-Time Keyword Extraction
Once language-specific keyword preference scores for words are automatically learned, they are stored for run-time reference. BiKEA then uses the procedure in Figure 3 to fuse the originally language-independent word statistics (1) Generate article-word pairs in training data (2) Generate topic-word pairs in training data (3) Estimate keyword preferences for words w.r.t.
article topic based on various strategies (4) Output word-and-keyword-preference-score pairs for various strategies to determine keyword list for a given article. In this procedure a machine translation technique (i.e., IBM word aligner) is exploited to glue statistics in the involved languages and make bilingually motivated random-walk algorithm (i.e., PageRank) possible. Once language-specific keyword preference scores for words are automatically learned, they are stored for run-time reference. BiKEA then uses the procedure in Figure 3 to fuse the originally language-independent word statistics to determine keyword list for a given article. In this procedure a machine translation technique (i.e., IBM word aligner) is exploited to glue statistics in the involved languages and make bilingually motivated random-walk algorithm (i.e., PageRank) possible. In Steps (1) and (2) we construct PageRank word graphs for the article ART e in language e and its counterpart ART c in language c. They are built individually to respect language properties (such as subject-verb-object or subject-objectverb structure). Figure 4 shows the algorithm. In this algorithm, EW stores normalized edge weights for word w i and w j (Step (2)). And EW is a v by v matrix where v is the vocabulary size of ART e and ART c . Note that the graph is directed (from words to words that follow) and edge weights are words' co-occurrences within window size WS. Additionally we incorporate edge weight multiplier m>1 to propagate more PageRank scores to content words, with the intuition that content words are more likely to be keywords (Step (2)). Step (3) in Figure 3 linearly combines word graphs EW e and EW c using α. We use α to balance language properties or statistics, and BiKEA backs off to monolingual KEA if α is one.
In
Step (4) of Figure 3 for each word alignment (w i c , w j e ), we construct a link between the word nodes with the weight BiWeight. The inter-language link is to reinforce language similarities and respect language divergence while the weight aims to elevate the crosslanguage statistics interaction. Word alignments are derived using IBM models 1-5 (Och and Ney, 2003) . The inter-language link is directed from w i c to w j e , basically from language c to e based on the directional word-aligning entry (w i c , w j e ). The bridging is expected to help keyword extraction in language e with the statistics in language c. Although alternative approach can be used for bridging, our approach is intuitive, and most importantly in compliance with the directional spirit of PageRank.
Step (6) sets KP of keyword preference model using topical preference scores learned from Section 3.2, while Step (7) initializes KN of PageRank scores or, in our case, word keyness scores. Then we distribute keyness scores until the number of iteration or the average score differences of two consecutive iterations reach their respective limits. In each iteration, a word's keyness score is the linear combination of its keyword preference score and the sum of the propagation of its inbound words' previous PageRank scores. For the word w j e in ART e , any edge (w i e ,w j e ) in ART e , and any edge (w k c ,w j e ) in WA, its new PageRank score is computed as below. (6) 
Once the iterative process stops, we rank words according to their final keyness scores and return top N ranked words in language e as keyword candidates of the given article ART e . An example keyword analysis for an English article on our working prototype is shown in Figure 1 . Note that language similarities and dissimilarities lead to different word statistics in articles of difference languages, and combining such word statistics helps to generate more promising keyword lists.
Experiments
BiKEA was designed to identify words of importance in an article that are likely to cover the keywords of the article. As such, BiKEA will be trained and evaluated over articles. Furthermore, since the goal of BiKEA is to determine a good (representative) set of keywords with the help of cross-lingual information, we evaluate BiKEA on bilingual parallel articles. In this section, we first present the data sets for training BiKEA (Section 4.1). Then, Section 4.2 reports the experimental results under different system settings.
Data Sets
We collected approximately 1,500 English transcripts (3.8M word tokens and 63K word types) along with their Chinese counterparts (3.4M and 73K) from TED (www.ted.com) for our experiments. The GENIA tagger (Tsuruoka and Tsujii, 2005) was used to lemmatize and part-of-speech tag the English transcripts while the CKIP segmenter (Ma and Chen, 2003) segment the Chinese. 30 parallel articles were randomly chosen and manually annotated for keywords on the English side to examine the effectiveness of BiKEA in English keyword extraction with the help of Chinese. Table 1 . System performance at (a) N=5 (b) N=7 (c) N=10.
Experimental Results
As we can see, monolingual PageRank (i.e., PR) and bilingual PageRank (BiKEA), using global information tfidf, outperform tfidf. They relatively boost nDCG by 32% and P by 87%. The MRR scores also indicate their superiority: their top-two candidates are often keywords vs. the 2 nd place candidates from tfidf. Encouragingly, BiKEA+tfidf achieves better performance than the strong monolingual PR+tfidf across N's. Specifically, it further improves nDCG relatively by 4.6% and MRR relatively by 5.4%.
Overall, the topical keyword preferences, and the inter-language bridging and the bilingual score propagation in PageRank are simple yet effective. And respecting language statistics and properties helps keyword extraction.
Summary
We have introduced a method for extracting keywords in bilingual context. The method involves estimating keyword preferences, wordaligning parallel articles, and bridging languagespecific word statistics using PageRank. Evaluation has shown that the method can identify more keywords and rank them higher in the candidate list than monolingual KEAs. As for future work, we would like to explore the possibility of incorporating the articles' reader feedback into keyword extraction. We would also like to examine the proposed methodology in a multi-lingual setting.
